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Fr. Healey Transferred;
Fr. Walsh: No Comment
BY MICHAEL EGGER
Associate Editor

The surprise dismissal of Fr. Robert F. Healey, S.J., Chairman of the Classics Dept., was announced in late June by Fr. Michael Walsh, S.J., President of
Boston College. Without previous notice Fr. Healey was transferred to Fairfield University effective this semester.
Fr. Healey's departure left the
Classics Dept. without a chairman, despite speculation that Dr.
Joseph P. Maguire would accept
the post on a temporary basis.
Two courses that Fr. Healey
was to have taught this semester
were temporarily left in dubious
status. However, Dr. Robert Renahan of Classics has taken over
the Roman History elective. The
late Roman Authors course was
Heights Photo by George Viens

$10.60!!
And that's just the sales tax. No doubt about it, reading lists for these

fine BC courses are getting more extensive (expensive?) every year. Go,
you intellectual Eagles!

November Debut Eyed
For BC Coffee House

After being written off as a known loss by most of
the resident community, the dormitory coffee house
might just make an appearance on campus this fall.

Fulton Thieves
Bag Typewriters

Predictably, from Classics majors, Fr. Healey's friends, and his
fellow colleagues comes strong

criticism both of the dismissal
itself and the manner in which
it was handled.
An example is Dennis McCarthy's (A&S-'66) letter to Fr.
Walsh from Vale. He wrote:
".
permit me to state that
College.
Father Healey's removal from
Student reaction to Fr. Healey's Boston College marks the final
transfer is somewhat mixed. act in a growing series of acadropped.
Fr. Walsh this week reiterated Many, though regretting the demically irresponsible actions
his policy of not divulging his move, feel that this type of over- perpetuated by those charged
reasons for dismissing a non- night transfer is part of being with the intellectual evolution of
the Society.
bound by obedience.
."
tenured professor. This policy is Jesuit
in keeping with, common academic practice and the recommendations of the American Association
of University Professors.
The major rationale for the
policy is the protection of the dismissed professor.
Campus speculation centered
around the Clouded future of the
Classics Department. Fr. Walsh,
however, stated emphatically,
"This is not the end of the Classics Department. Boston College
will continue to have a Classics
Department, and we hope that
it will be a very strong one."
He went on to say that he expected to solve the "temporary
weaknesses" created by Fr. Healey's departure with the appointment of a "strong, new chair-

..

..

?

and said that with the best possible set of circumstances it
could be open by Nov. 1.
Inquiry into the possibility of
having some type of "ecumenical
coffee house had died stillborn, coffeee houses" on campus were
begun last year by members of
the Sodality.
Sodalist Rene Durand A&S '69,
presented the idea to the Council
of Resident Men last spring, who
man" by next September.
An unkown number of thieves assumed responsibility for invesFr. Healey is presently teachtigating
researching
and
all
the
Sunday,
broke into Fulton Hall on
much smaller classes at Fairing
September 18, between 5:30 and problems involved in beginning
field. There is no real Classics
such
venture.
p.m.,
6:30
a
according to Richard
Dept. at Fairfield. He is a memJ. Leonard, University ComptrolOver the summer several mem- ber of the Humanities Division
ler, but reports on what was bers of the Council were supposed
and one of two men teaching
stolen vary.
to be in contact with each other, classical courses.
The Chief of the Campus Police, and checking into tentative plans His courses for the fall semes-Captain Joseph Lyons, when for operation. (Approval from
ter consist of a freshman Latin
asked about the theft, stated he Fr. Drury's office had already course, a sophomore Greek
secured).
was not sure about what equip- been conditionally
course, and the only upper diviment was stolen or what its value Nothing was done during the
sion elective offered in Latin.
was.
summer, however, and thus when
Fr. Walsh expressed concern
He noted that the offices broken school opened, most students con- for students left without the courinto were those of Fr. George cluded that the coffee house had ses they signed up for in May
Lawlor and Fr. Charles Crowley, simply passed quietly out of the pre registration The announceand he thought that three type- BC scene.
ment of changes in Jesuit perwriters and a calculating machine Rebholz said they can open sonnel takes place traditionally in
were missing.
Nov. 1 if they can solve a few June.
According to Mr. Leonard, organizational and operational
His decision to dismiss a faculthree typewriters (two of which problems.
ty member coincides with this
were electric, one valued at $350),
(Continued on Page Five)
tradition.
an adding machine (valued at
$250), and a calculating machine
(Valued at roughly $1,000) were
missing. He added that the Accounting Dept. was also broken NEWS
into.
Changes in School of Education result in new dean (temporary)
"Apparently entrance was
and new associate dean (also temporary)
pg. 3.
gained through the transom," he
1966 Senior Gift total down over $100,000 from previous
said.
year
pg. 4.
The Newton police, called in by EDITORIAL
Capt. Lyons, estimated the entire
Editorial comment on Fr. Healey's transfer to Fairfield pg. 6.
equipment at $800 and only men- FEATURES
tioned three typewriters and the
Progress in the world of women's housing
pg. 9.
calculator.
SPORTS
As yet there are no leads on
The sports fan at BC is presented with a challenge
pg. 11.
the crime.
pg. 12.
The future is rosy for BC soccer says Bob Ryan

That was the word given by
Robert Rebholz A&S '68, who is
heading the project to open a
coffee house in O'Connell Hall.
Rebholz denied rumors that the

Fr. Walsh further stated that
Fr. Healey's departure is different from a layman's decision in
Jime to leave the faculty only in
that a Jesuit has no personal
choice in regard to his future assignment. Fr. Walsh stated that
he assumes that Fr. Healey now
has a position at Fairfield similar to his former post at Boston

?

-
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So That's Higgins Hall
Are you putting me on? Nope, that's the way most of the rooms looked
last Monday when Higgins opened. Everyone expects the moving to be
finished by today, so by next Thursday the building should be in order.

Council Groups Probe
Organizations & Fees
BY KEVIN KELLEY

Staff Reporter

The Campus Council held its organizational meeting Tuesday night to discuss plans and programs for
the coming year.
Several committees were
formed to do research on student
government, student activities,
the $5.00 student government fee,
and keeping the student informed
of ecumenical advances.
Concerning student government,
it is the belief of many of the
members that the Council possesses too much power for their
twelve-man body to use effectively.

It was, therefore, suggested
that the Student Congress be
given the power to create and
pass legislation. All legislation
would be subject to Council approval.

This would enable the Council
to act as an executive arm and at

the same timeallow the Congress
to give every topic the consideration it deserves.
Student activities received considerable attention.
The Council also believes that
there is a definite lack of knowledge about more than one of the
activities.
The decision was made to investigate the policies, functions,
and goals of various groups in
order to better inform the student body concerning them.
Next on the agenda was a discussion of the spiritual atmosphere at Boston College.
There is no record of any sort
of committee involved with keep(Continued on Page Fire)
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Heights News Briefs

Stylus
The Stylus, Boston College undergraduate literary magazine, is
now accepting prose fiction,
poetry, short plays, artwork, photographs, and other literary and
artistic endeavors for publication
in the autumn edition.
Material may be submitted at
the office, McElroy 116,or through
the Campus Mail. Office hours
are from 10 to 4 Monday through
Friday.
The deadline for contributions to
the autumn edition is Wednesday,
September 28. Individual attention
and comments will be given by
the editors to each item submitted.

to see Fr. Mahoney as soon as either to give the students some Michael O'Connell, Thomas Orbreathing room before exams or mond, Michael Rampolla, Richard
to provide a period for back- Westphal, and Jan Yutzy.
ground reading which could not
Civil Service Test
have been done during the semes-

possible.

The Civil Service Commission

recently announced the opening of
the Federal Service Entrance Examinations for the 1966-67 academic year.
Written tests will be given eight
times during the year at points
throughout the United States.
Further information concerning
The Honorable Elliot J. Richprograms, which for the first
the
ardson, Republican candidate for
Attorney General, will speak at time are open to seniors and
Boston College on Thursday, Sept. graduate students, can be obtained
by writing to, U.S. Civil Service
29th.
Commission, Boston, Mass. 02109.
His speech entitled, "Issues in
the Attorney General's Race" will
be sponsored by B.C. young Republicans and held at 4:15 in the
Reading weeks have been inMurry Conference Room.

Lt. Gov. Richardson

Reading Week

Wanted: Tutors
Boston College Upward
Bound Program is currently
seeking 30 graduate or undergraduate students who would be willing to spend approximately five
hours per week tutoring high students in various subjects. Each
session will last for an hour and
fifteen minutes.
The totaltimefor each meeting
will be two hours and thirty minutes. There will be three students
assigned to each tutor. The tutor
will work exclusively with these
three students for the entire year.
In as many cases as possible the
program will try to arrange a
time and place for these tutorial
The

sessions when and where it is
most convenient for both the tutor
and the students. These sessions
will begin the week of October
17, 1966.
Any Boston College student interested in participating in this
program as a tutor should contact
the Upward Bound Office in Carney 414 or call extension 560.

The Y.R.s also announced an cluded in the course calendars of

organizational meeting to be held several Arts and Sciences classes.
Rev. Charles E. Donovan, S.J.,
at 4:30 in the Brett Conference
the Academic Vice President, said
Room on Monday the 26th.
that these reading weeks must
have been initiated by departments or by individual professors
since they were not a general polFr. Leonard Mahoney, S.J. has
icy of the university.
posted information concerning the
He mentioned that reading
Woodrow Wilson, Danforth, Ful- weeks had been a source of faculty
bright, Rhodes, and Marshall controversy in the past, and that
scholarship programs. In addition he could not foresee their general

Ford Hall

ter.

Ford Hall Forum, the nation's
oldest voluntary assembly for the
discussionof timely, controversial,
and important issues of public interest, ushers in its 59th season
on Sunday night, October 2, in
Jordan Hall, Gainsboro St., Bos-

Hew Scholar
Rev. John R. Willis, S.J., Dean
the College of Arts and Sciences, announced the appointment
of Mr. Robert J. Penella, 49
Holyoke Street, Quincy, Massachusetts, as a Scholar of the College
for the academic year 1966-1967.
Mr. Penella is a Classics major
who spent his junior year at the
Tufts School of Classical Studies
in Naples, Italy. With the addition
of Mr. Penella, there will be
twelve Scholars of the College this
of

ton. All programs, open to the
public, begin at 8 p.m.
Opening the Fall program will
be Dr. Max Lerner who will discuss "deGaulle and the Key to

Europe's Future."
A non-profit institution which affords a platform to knowledgable
spokesmen of topics frequently reyear.
garded as unpopular, Ford Hall
The others are: Harold W. At- Forum will present other notables
tridge, Michael Bourke, Timothy such as Gen. Hersey, Sen. Morse,
Lance, Anthony LaVopa, Keith J. Stokley Carmiehael, and Dr. MarLawrence, Charles B. Lynch, tin Luther King.

Fellowships

information about the National
Science Foundation and National
Defense Scolarships can also be
obtained at his office, Carney 114.
Any student interested in any
of these programs is encouraged

use in the near future.
Father Donovan also stated that
a reading week had failed several
years ago.

Meeting the Challenge
with today's
jl National Guard

He added that apparently the
new reading weeks are to be used

Put your friends
in the yearbook
sssbe .i?^jSiiiiiiWilli""'!a

Join now

\u25a0'

.
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W/»af. challenge? The challenge of protecting the peace!
Army National Guardsmen in every State ?not only in
the Continental U.S., but in Alaska, Hawaii and the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico are part of the firstteam effort.
Army Guardsmen train to be ready for rapid deployment because quick response, as we have learned,
can spell the difference between success and failure
where a country's national security is at stake. This
year many Army Guard battalions and combat brigades
will be airlifted thousands of miles from their normal
field training stations in connection with Army-Air
Force mobility training activities. And that's just part
of the story.
One way the Guard doesn't change from year to
year or even from generation to generation is in its responsibility to the community. The Guard is always on
call to help out when local emergencies and disasters
strike.
Make no mistake. He's meeting the challenge when
he's in the Guard! Get behind the Guard in your city
?

PHOTOGRAPHERS
WRITERS
TYPISTS

LAYOUTS NEEDED

or town.

SUBTURRI

McELROY 101

YOUR ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
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Fr. Gallagher Appointed
Univ. Religious Director

Lewis Drill Team? No, it's the Sen. Platoff Don Cossack Chorus rehearsing for their performance in Bapst, Oct. 5.

Cossack Dancers Back
For Humanities Opener
The Boston College Humanities Series for the current school year will open October 5 at Bapst Auditorium with the performance of the Don Cossack Chorus.
a repeat performance for the chorus in the same
hall that was filled to overflowing
last year. The chorus has always
been composed of the vocal and
dancing talent available among
the White Russian emigres who
fought Communism in Russia.
Their program will be a varied
one including liturgical music,
folk music, love songs, Cossack
battle songs and dances, and a
group of English songs. In addition they will present the authentic dances of the Cossack
regiments, national dances and
This will be

Higgins Opens
Sans Furniture
Higgins Hall, BC's five million
dollar-plus science center, opened

for classes this week somewhat
less than luxuriously furnished.
Father James Devlin, S.J., who
is directing the construction and
outfitting of the building indicated
that the labs and classrooms
should be provided with furniture
by next week. The workmen are
now completing the carpeting and
painting. Much of the furniture
and equipment in Higgins is new
although a tremendous moving
job remains.
Fr. Devlin denied a persistent
rumor that the building's gas-line
has not been installed. The present digging along the side of Higgins is for a connection to St.
Mary's Hall. The labs are already
fully supplied with gas and water.
A thirty foot spire will top the
building eventually. Radar, weather, and optical tracking, apparatus will jut from the platforms
above the fifth floor. In the lobby
on the third floor, the temperature, wind direction and barometric pressure will be displayed.
Undergraduate facilities are on
the second, third, and fourth
floors. The rest of the building is
devoted to research labs. Included
are a particle accelerator, a complete spectrographic lab, an Xray lab, cancer research labs, a
space research lab, and facilities
for solid state physics research.
Four years of planning went into
the building of Higgins. The construction progressed smoothly
and has been finished on time.
Mr. John Tevner of the Development Office set the tentative dates
for the dedication as Nov. 11 and
12.
Mr. Tevner said that the next
project will be the Social Science
building which will rise on the
present site of the barracks. Work
should begin around the first of
the year.

the thrilling Cossack Sword
Dances. The place will be in
Bapst Auditorium, Wed., October
5, at 8 p.m.
The Cossack chorus is just one
part in the Humanities Series.
Other performances will include
the Vale Russian Chorus, lowa
String Quartet, Alirio Diaz and
his classical guitar, and the Iberian Dance Theater.
Noted lecturers such as Scan
O'Faolain, Hans Kung, Cleanth
Brooks, Marc Connelly, and Barry
Ulanov will speak throughout the
year. In the Younger Poet Series
John Knoepfle, A. R. Ammons,
and Adrienne Rich will be presented. There will also be several
art exhibits through the year.
One art exhibit which will be
a "first" at BC is a mural exhibit. Tentatively planned for the
first floor corridor in McElroy
Commons, the exhibit will consist
of a mural which will be painted
over the span of two or three
days. The artist will paint on
paper hung on the corridor walls.
Admission to all events is free
to all B.C. students with the presentation of their I.D. card.

The Rev. John Gallagher, S.J.
has been appointed as the new
University Spiritual Director replacing Fr. John D. St.John, who
is now doing retreat work in the
Boston area.
Discussing his new position Fr.
Gallagher remarked, "I've been
here for only one month. What do
I really know about Boston College or its students? I'm going to
have to move slowly at first,
playing it by ear as I go."
With regard to his duties he
said, "My job is to motivate, correlate, and stimulate the spiritual
life of the students here. I am
going to prescind from the fact
that this is a Catholic university.
When a school 'becomes as big as
this one I think it is better described as simply American rather than Catholic."
He appreciates the problems of
his work. "I can't just stand up,
spread my arms and say, Here
I am gang! Let's get spiritual. If
I'm going to help anyone I'm going to need the help of the many
genuine Christians here."
A belief in the need for increased dialogue within the Mystical Body and a desire to see

With the unexpected death of
the famed BC Golden
eagle
trainers Mark
Scwartz CBA '68 and James
O'Malley A&S '69 are hurriedly
searching for an adequate replacement.
After making several inquiries,

the trainers decided that it would
be too difficult to obtain an eagle
on their own. Consequently they
enlisted the services of the Franklin Park Zoo which housed Margo
last year.
The zoo has a permit to obtain
an eagle through the State House.
As a consequence of all the red

giving retreats.

While his programs for the
finalized students can look for seminars on
topical religious subjects as well
as single days dedicated to spiritual orientation.
Fr. Gallagher hopes that the
faculty will take an active part in
this discourse, and feels strongly
that the priest can and should be
learning from the students, in addition to aiding him.
year are not yet

Rev. John R. Gallagher, S.J.
University Religious Director

Peloquin Sees Diverse
Liturgical Possibilities
Dr. C. Alexander Peloquin, director of the B.C.
chorale and a foremost authority on liturgical music is
fast becoming an arbiter in the dispute between proponents of traditional and experimental music in the Catholic Church.
In an interview published in is coming and all one can hope
the Sept. 7 National Catholic Re- is that within these styles there
porter Dr. Peloquin predicted:
will be beauty."
"Enormous diversity (in music)
The noted conductor-composer
pointed out that a possible reason
for the rift between those who
favor folk music in the Mass and
those who would retain the likes
of Gregorian chant is a lack of
talent on both sides. "Perhaps,
what we need is more artists on
games and lectures with the high- the guitar and organ, so that it
schoolers. Project coordinators won't matter so much in the future which instrument is played."
Charley Hauck and Lee CassanBut Dr. Peloquin also expressed
elli plan to spend part of this his opinion that the Church could
year's budget on plays, concerts, find room for a number of differand other events in the Boston ent types of music in its liturgy:
area.
"Personally, I believe that a parNew educational devices are be- ish could have a guitar Mass, an
ing introduced, and tutors are al- old hymns Mass, a new hymns
ways encouraged to suggest new Mass, a sung Mass with more
methods and patterns of teaching. complex music for the choirs."
The project aims at developAt the present time, Dr. Peloing in the students more constant quin is teaching two classes in
motivation, the ability to work the Fine Arts department. His fuindependently, and a broader ture plans call for a number of
vision of the areas and aims of speaking engagements in the
higher education. Tutoring takes United States and Canada. In
place weekday evenings at one of January he will travel to Rome
four evening school centers in the where he will speak and SwitzerRoxbury Dorchester
Jamaica land. Dr. Peloquin has just comPlain area.
pleted work with Thomas Merton
Interested students can contact on a series of eight folk songs
the cootrdinators in McElroy 118 and he will soon begin work on
or through Campus mail
a guitar Mass.

Project Opportunity Seeking
Volunteer Student Tutors
Project Opportunity will begin
its second year of operation on
Monday, October 10th. Once
again, volunteer tutors will assist
high-school juniors and seniors in
preparing for college boards; they
will tutor other students with college potential in troublesomehighschool subjects.
In the past, BC volunteers have
attended on-campus basketball

Eagle Trainers Collecting
For Margo Replacement
Margo,
eagle,

more liturgical involvement by Before coming to BC the new
the laity spark Fr. Gallagher's University "pastor" spent five
years as Dean of Men and. two
efforts.
years at Fairfield as Dean of
Men and two years doing what he
describes as his "favorite work,"

tape, Scwartz said that he hopes
to have an eagle available by the
Holy Cross game, but is not at all

certain.
The eagle trainers estimate that
approximately $1000 will be needed to finance cost, room and board
for the eagle.
The fund raising will be handled
by the Gold Key Society. There
will be a collection at the Ohio
game rally tonight at 7:00 p.m. in

-

-

Eagles Band Activists
Pay Own Way To Navy

Roberts. Gold Key members will
also collect in McElroy and Lyons
cafeterias on the 28th, 29th, and The Boston College Eagles'
30th. Money is also being request- Band started off its busiest seaed from the alumni.
son of the year by sending a 40-piece pep band to Annapolis last

Ed a week early, sacrificing much
of their own time. Such. activison
has long been the hallmark of
the BC Band.
This year, for the first time in
Saturday.
composed
many
years, however, the Band
of
The pep band was
Band members belonging to the is faced with a serious problem in
100% Club of the Band, a group respect to its members and qualwhich plans to attend every BC ity.
Mr. Siragusa, the Band Direcathletic event, both home and
tor, has asked that anyone (freshaway. Each student paid for his
man or senior) who plays an inown bus fare down to Annapolis strument, especially trumpet,
and back.
trombone, or bass, should stop by
The Bandsmen left BC at 3:30 the Band office in Robert's Cena.m. and arrived at Navy 15 ter and sign up with the Band
minutes before the kickoff at 2:00 Even though the shortages are
p.m. For many of them this game critical, Siragusa feels that "with
culminated a week of "early" re- a few people in the right places,
BC Eagle trainers Mark Schwartz and James O'Malley track down leads hearsals, for which bandsmen this year's Eagles' Band could
from all over the country return- prove to he one of the best ever."
on getting a new Eagle mascot to replace the late Margo.
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Administrative Shakeup
Puts New Faces In Ed.
By GEORGE VIENS
Staff Reporter

A series of appointments and re-assignments has drastically altered the administrative makeup of the School of Education.
Dr. William C. Cottle has been B.S. in Biology from B.C. in 1950, Doctorate in '60, also at B.C. He
appointed acting Dean of the getting his M.E.D. in '52 and taught for eight years in the Boston School system at the elemenSchool of Education, replacing Fr.
tary and secondary level; he came
Charles Donovan, who resigned
to
B.C. in '57 as an instructor and
fully
his
duto devote himself
to
has taught here at the undergradties as Academic Vice-President
uate and graduate levels since,
of the University.
Dr. John Travers is now the
Acting Associate Dean under Dr.
Cottle, filling the vacancy created
when Dr. Vincent D. Nuncio assumed his new role as an Assistant to the President.
Two other changes have been
made in the School, as Fr. David
Cummiskey, new Spiritual Advisor, succeeds Fr. F. X. Weiser
who has returned to teaching.
Miss Rosemary Dickson is the
new Guidance Director, lessening
Dr. John Travert
Acting Associate Dean
the heavy work load of Dr. Alexander A. Schneiders.
Dr. Nuncio will serve as Assistant to the President for Institutional Development and Planning.
He will be working closely with Returns on the 1966 Senior gift
the university's Deans and Deindicate that only 44% of the
partmental Chairmen.
Senior class participated. A total
Dr. Travers graduated with a
of $102,382 was donated by 534
students..
One hundred forty A&S students,
representing 34% of the class,
donated $33,880. In CBA 185 graduates, or 56%, gave $40,400. From
Education, 68 Seniors presented
the school with $9,925. The
School of Nursing contributed
$17,827. In Basic Nursing 48% participated and in the Graduate
Nursing program 62%. Three percent of the Evening College class

George Viens

Heights Photo by
where he is now an Associate Station Manager Mike McCarthy checks the UPI ticker for the latest
Professor of Education.
WVBC news flash.
As Acting Dean, Dr. Cottle is
a Professor of Education and Director of the Counselor Education
and Counseling Psychology Program at B.C. He received his
8.5., M.S., and Ed.D. from SyraThe Boston College Radio Station, WVBC has incuse University in 1932, '38, and
'49, respectively. He is a Diplo- stalled a UPI teletype machine to enhance its news re-

News Coverage Expands
As WVBC Adds Teletype

mate in Counseling Psychology,
American Board of Examiners in
(Continued on Page Five)

porting facilities.

The teletype will provide the news coverage on a local, nationstation with 24-hour, 7 day-a-week al, and international level, as well
as sports and weather features.
The addition of the wire service enables WVBC to present upto-date news headlines on the
half-hour at 25 past and five bekickoff would be close to the be- fore the hour. There will be eight
ginning, of March.
full news casts a day.
It is possible, Wesner felt, that Michael J. McCarthy, the new
not all the Seniors were contacted. station manager replacing EdSeveral reported that they heard ward Forry, also announced the
nothing of the arrangements for purchase of an automatic Cartthe collection of the gifts. As far ridge Tape recorder, which will
as he knows only three students facilitate the airing of commerpositively refused to make a do- cials and on-the-air programming
nation.
aids.

66 Gift Total Down '100,000

gave $350.

The success of the drive fell off
sharply from previous years both
in receipts and participation. In

Dr. William CoHle
Acting Dean

1960, 77% of the class gave
1964, the gift amounted

$78,000. In

FOLK GUITAR
Experienced Performer and Teacher desires to obtain beginning students interested in learning to ptay folk guitar.

LOWEST HATES IN BOSTON
CALL 332-4281 AFTER 6 P.M. AND
LEAVE NAME AND NUMBER

MANY ARE CALLED BUT
FEW ARE CHOSEN
FOR THESE FEW

WE OFFER

?

A stimulating part time job where you can earn $100 and up per
week which will help you pay for your education, your car, your
girl. P.S.?Please rearrange the order to suit your needs. But South
Shore residents who need $$$ ?make certain you call me Monday
and Tuesday, 9:00 A.M. 4:00 P.M.

-

Bill Kern. 337-0008

CAMPUS CUE

H '9 h '"come Jobs

590 Commonwealth Aye.
Boston, Mass.
, ,
Ist Stop before Kenmore sq.

Get a high paying job in sale's,

?,
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Zreat for a Date'

Oil CaitipUS

distribution

or

market research

right on your own campus. Become a campus representative
for over 40 magaiines, American
Airlines, Operation Match, etc.
earn k'9 part-time money
doing interesting work. Apply
right away! Collegiate MarketE 22nd

%$»»;

,&,?
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to $233,000 from 68% of the class.
This was the gift's best year in

total money. The 1965 total
amounted to $203,000 with 70%
participation.

Mr. Leo E. Wesner of the Development Office indicated several
reasons for the drop-off. Last
year's drive got off to a late start
on May 2, he said. Ordinarily the

ATTENTION
SENIORS!
The last opportunity for you to
have your photograph taken for
the I967SUBTURRIisfast
approaching. You may have your
photographs taken at the
Warren Kay Valentine Studio
on 661 Boylston Street in Boston
until October 7. This is the
last and final deadline

Friday, September 23, 196©
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"BC's A Rock School"

Coffee House Blues
(Continued from Page One)

Permission still has to be secured from Newton fire and zoning
authorities. If there is any trouble
zoning a coffee house in Newton,
Rebholz believes they will simply
get around the ruling by operating the facility as a private club.
Re decorating and furnishing
expenses will be paid by the
Council from the money they took
in during Orientation Week. The
Council will also handle the sale
of all refreshments in the coffee
house.
Rebholz added that the Council
does not plan to operate the
house as a money making venture, but simply as a service.
Thus, refreshments will be sold

-

at cost.
He did say that he expects
there will be some ''minimal"
admission charge, and admission
would probably be restricted to
BC students, since the house
could probably accommodate only
50-75 people.
Details still to be worked out
are when the house will be open
and what type of entertainment

it will offer.
"BC is a rock school," Rebholz
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BC Black Berets Study
Counterguerilla Tactics

commented, "and so most of the
entertainment will probably be
rock and roll. But this doesn't
Within the next few months a new type of head-gear will be worn by a
mean there won't be other types. select group of ROTC cadets. It will be a Black Beret.
"The Dramatic Society has alThese Black Berets are the insignia of a Counter guerilla unit being formed
ready expressed interest in per- by Senior Cadets Richard Cesati and Sam Sullivan.
forming in the house, and we
have tentatively scheduled a one Counterinsurgency, or counter
act play for a short time after guerrilla operations are playing
a significantly more important
we open.
in modern warfare, and ROrole
"We're going to try to stay with
TC
units
such as the Black BeBC talent, at least at first," he
rets are intended to prepare the
added.
future officers as completely as
Last year the tentative plan possible to meet the challenge.
would have the house open durThe program on the BC campus
ing the week for "quiet" and/or
will be composed completely of
"intellectual" entertainment, with volunteers from the regular ROFriday, Saturday and Sunday
TC units. These students will take
nights devoted to louder enter- part
in the Black Beret activitainment. Whether this plan will ties in their spare time and rebe followed this year no one ceive their beret upon successful
knows just yet.
completion of the course.
The Council will hold its next
The subjects to be covered by
Black Beret Cadets Rick Cesati and Sam Sullivan explain the finer points
meeting about the coffee house
the Black Berets will be varied, of the M-l rifle to cadetRichard Eg an.
on Sept. 27 or 28 in their office but very much to the point.
lems; and Patrolling. Survival great number more have shown
in Williams 5. They also plan to Physical training
and hand to
meet with Fr. Hanrahan to pre- hand combat are two
of the more Techniques; Escape and Evasion; definite interest.
sent their plans and solicit his important ones.
and Night Operations will round The physical conditioning necesout the course.
sary for the Black Beret Cadet
criticisims and suggestions.
Also included will be instrucClassroom instruction is only a training began earlier this week
The Council is now looking for tion in Psychological Operations;
volunteers to run the operation. Intelligence and Counterintelli- part of the Black Beret program. and will continue throughout the
Anyone interested should contact gence; Map Reading; Communi- Emphasis is going to be placed school year. As the program picks
Rebholz in his room, Welch 216. cations; Weapons; Tactical Prob- on superior performance in the up momentum instructions in the
field of the techniques learned on subjects mentioned above will bethe campus. To enable this, Cadet gin.
Captain Cesati, the unit comMembership in the Black Bemander, is in the process of ar- rets is restricted to ROTC Cadets
ranging training weekends at in any of the four years of the
Fort Devons for Black Beret Ca- program. Interested Cadets may
dets.
still apply and are strongly urged
Performance during these week- to do so by Cadet Capt. Cesati.
ends will determine who wins Freshmen who are not in ROTC
and who does not win a Black may still apply for admittance
Beret.
to the four year ROTC program,
According to Cadet Capt. Ce- and Sophomores the two year prosati, response to the program has gram. Interested students should
been favorable. Thirty-five cadets apply at the ROTC offices in
have signed up already and a Roberts Center.

Campus Council...
(Continued from Page One)

out charge, and high quality en-

tertainment for a reasonable ad-

ing the student body informed of
mission were some of the beneliturgical changes, it was report-
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fits listed.
ed. As a result all efforts in that
The argument offered for the
direction will have to start from opposition was that
the student
scratch.
with neither the time nor the inA lecture series en topics reterest to attend athletic events,
garding "situational ethics" is
victory dances, or folk concerts
planned as an initial step. The
get nothing back for his
speakers will include faculty would
money.
members active in liturgical renewal.
Also under consideration were
plans to co-ordinate efforts with
Newman clubs in the area.
The final and most extensively (Continued from Page Four)
discussed topic was that of the
compulsory student government Professional Psychology; Fellow,
fee. Opinions were many and va- American Psychological Associaried. Some believe it to be in- tion and Massachusetts Psychoadequate. Most felt that students
logical Association; President,
don't like it. Everyone agreed
that no one knows what they're 1960-61, American Catholic Psychological Association; life memgetting for it.
In the course of conversation it ber, American Personnel and
was revealed that there is no Guidance Association; member,
concrete record of how last year's
American Educational Research
money was dispersed or spent
and even the exact amount col- Association, Society of Sigma Xi,
lected is indefinite.
Phi Delta Kappa; President, 1959Steps are already being taken -60, National Vocational Guidance
to keep an accurate account of Association; member, Subcommitall funds collected this year and
tee cm Counseling and Selection,
how they are used.
Despite this change it is the National Manpower Advisory
expressed opinion of some Council Committee; member, National
members that the system itself is Advisory Committee, Bureau of
Employment Security, U. S. Dewhat needs changing.
Many universities, it was stated partment of Labor; New England
include all such fees in the tuition Regional Consultant for 8.E.5.;
bill distributed by the Treasurer. and President, Division of CounCertain predetermined amounts seling Psychology, American Psyare allocated to the various de- chological Association, 1966-67. Dr.
partments and the student re- Cottle can be found listed in
ceives visible dividends.
American Men of Science, Who's
Free admission to sports Who in Education, and Who's who
events, student directories with- in America.

Shakeup
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Rhetoric versus Reality
When and if an adequate proof of
the validity of a Catholic university in
twentieth century America is to be advanced, it will be done along the lines
recently set down by President Michael
P. Walsh, S.J. In his address to the
Faculty Convocation on September 16,
Fr. Walsh painted in glowing terms his
picture of a Catholic university "that
will be pertinent to the realities of
1966."
Fr. Walsh's ideal Catholic university
would have three main functions that
it must perform in order to establish
its relevance to mankind and its own
reason for existence. He described these
three prime objectives as "the civilization of the intellect," becoming more
"the place where the Church does its
thinking," and "to heal the schism between the sacral and secular orders."
Unfortunately for Fr. Walsh and, indeed, for all of us, a Catholic university
of this type does not exist here at Boston College.
The day-to-day realities of studying
at Boston College demonstrate that despite the mass of high-flown rhetoric
we are still far from achieving a free
and enduring intellectual center at Boston College. The latest in a long and
continuing series of Administration fiats
that vitiate romantic rhetoric from the
President in his dismissal of Fr. Robert
Healey, S.J. last June.
Here was a Jesuit who was thoroughly committed to the intellectual
ideals of scholarship and dedicated
teaching. His dismissal lends a hollow
ring to the stream of speeches centered
around the cry of "Strength in Excellence" continuously flowing from St.
Mary's Hall. This university can only
decrease in excellence by cavalier, unannounced, unprepared-for changes in
qualified Jesuit personnel.
While we concur with Fr. Walsh's
present policy of not divulging the reasons for the dismissal of a non-tenured
professor, lay or Jesuit. We must vehemently protest the timing of the transfer. To make such an unexpected and
previously unannounced decision in
June after elective programs for the
upcoming year have been finalized is
thoroughly unjustifiable.
The dismissal of Fr. Healey in such
a manner shows a lack of concern for
the man himself. His departure hurts
his prominent scholarly career by largely ending his fruitful contacts with such
Boston area scholars in Classics as Prof.
Dow of Harvard. Such a transfer,
coupled with denying him tenure, may
seriously hurt Boston College's academic reputation.
Fr. Healey's dismissal also clearly
demonstrates a lack of concern for the
Classics Department. This department
which has been disproportionately successful in guiding its top students to
graduate fellowships would seem to deserve better treatment. The late date
of the announcement of transfer of the
department chairman who was to have
taught two courses in the fall left the
department without adequate personnel
and no hope of hiring a new man. Apparently "Strength in Excellence" is not
meant to extend to this year's Classics
endeavors.

.
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Furthermore, the dismissal of Fr.
Healey clearly demonstrates a lack of
concern for the students. Students who
had signed up last spring to study under
him upon their return found their plans
altered. While his elective in Roman
History has been filled by another member of the Classics Department, his Late
Roman Authors course had to be dropped. Classics majors who were doing
theses or research with Fr. Healey were
also done* a severe injustice. In the high
pressure of the graduate school race,
many Classics students will be hurt by
the absence of the recommendation of
a Chairman with whom they have done
extensive upper division elective work.
Finally, the university itself is damaged most seriously by such radical
changes of qualified Jesuit personnel.
Those who had the opportunity to take
one of Fr. Healey's courses or to discuss
academic, political, religious subjects
with him outside the classroom know
that his departure leaves a definite void
in their own intellectual development.
Because we knew Fr. Healey, we
deeply lament his transfer. But the
larger questions that this mistake depicts are of more concern for the present The lack of proper consideration
on Fr. Walsh's part evidenced by the
complete absence of any meaningful
preparations for this change is but a
callous misuse of his administrative
power. The senseless elimination of topflight Jesuits at a time when they are
necessary to fulfill already-made commitments is directly at odds with Fr.
Walsh's stated' ideal of developing a
strong intellectual community.
In this light, we suggest that Jesuit
professors be given the same reasonable
treatment that non-tenured laymen are
given. They, and the other members of
the university community, have a right
to know one year in advance of an impending transfer. Certainly this would
demonstrate a definite administrative
interest for the needs of students, departments, the university, and most importantly for the Jesuit himself.
We request that Fr. Walsh come forward immediately with a policy statement to the effect that one year's notice
will be given to all Jesuit professors
prior to their dismissal.
If we are to believe that the Administration itself is working toward the
ideal Catholic university of which Fr.
Walsh spoke, we must have this modicum of assurance that such a late
change in personnel shall not happen
again.
Even if this is done, Fr. Healey's
transfer still confronts us very bluntly
with the sad reality of the present Boston College. The faculty and student
body still have to be shown that Boston
College is really moving toward the1
goal of a true Catholic university. Fr.
Walsh's address to the Faculty Convocation serves only to emphasize the
wide gap that now exists between the
spoken word and the actual facts.
Perhaps when the mistrust arising
from incidents such as this is dispelled
by concrete, everyday demonstrations
of actual Christian intellectualism we
shall hear administrative rhetoric reflecting reality.
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Returning to classes in the fall oily to discover that an
admired and respected professor is no longer a member of
the faculty is an experience that is likely to befall many a student, especially at a larger university. Such a professor is a
loss, not only to his department and to the students at large,
but even to the administrative power which has expelled him,
and which feels at the very moment of his expulsion its adverse

affects.
Removals of faculty, of course, can be quite legitimate. This
cannot be denied by students, though they paint the removing
authority as an ugly beast. A professor without tenure can be
released! legally without a statement of reason. And in a Catholic university, clerical professors are voluntarily subject to
extra-university religious authority. However, what we would
like to point out here is that legitimacy cannot be equated with
fairness. What is legally correct and temporarily politic is not
necessarily for the greater good of the university.
Consider the effects of a professor's being removed between
the end of a spring-term and the beginning of a fall term.
Students who have enrolled in one of his courses are left with
an unknown replacement. The administration fulfills its legal
duty by providing a replacement either of course or of professor, but ignores the fact that a course is elected with view
to the professor who is teaching it. Then there are those students who are working very closely with the professor, being
directed in a thesis, or perhaps seeking his respected advice.
They have been disregarded.
If the personal student-professor relationship is to be encouraged despite the present "bigness" of education, then professors cannot be removed at random. In fact, educational

authorities can themselves foster the student-teacher relationship by realizing that the removal of a good professor is not
an insignificant dismissal of one of several hundred faculty.
Rather it is a significant breaking-up of so many small land academically valuable relations which the professor has formed
with students.
We make here a trifold plea for responsibility in faculty dismissals. First, academic authority must itself sincerely place
a high value on the personal student-professor relationships.
This is a "sine qua non", especially at this time and stage of
American education. Secondly, is it too idealistic to ask that
political expediency be only a secondary factor in judging a
good professor? Thirdly, in the light of the value of the studentprofessor relationship do not the involved students, if not the
student body at large, have a right to know the reasons for a
professor's dismissal, regardless of tenure?

Finally, is not random dismissal a further vulgarization of
education, making it something controlled from above, as the
technician controls the assembly line?

Robert J. Penella, '67
Dept. of Classics, A&S

Bedlam in Bookstore
To the editor:
For those of us who suffered
through a 90-minute wait in line
to purchase required textbooks it
is Obvious that the bookstore situation could stand improvement.
Far foe it for any undergraduate
to imply the necessity for revamping a university institution.
However, with the kind indulgence
of those concerned, this undergrad
would like to suggest some measures, the fruit of 90-minutes of
frustrated contemplation, which
might speed up the process of
distribution of printed material.
Within the bookstore itself, the
employment of trained personnel
to check out books would speed
lines. The admission of groups of
50 persons at a time into the store

itself would relieve congestion
where it hurts most?in the bookshelves.
Finally, the primary reason for
the chaos is the assignment of
work by teachers on the first class
day from texts which students
cannot purchase until a course
syllabus is handed out. Subsequently, the bookstore is mobbed
the first two days of class.
A list of texts used in the various courses posted by the several
colleges during orientation week
combined with longer hours in the
bookstore could improve the situation immensely.
Yours truly,
John D. Golenski
A&S '69

Fr. Walsh on Catholic Universities

Editorial Section

Two Senior Scholars
To the editor:

THE HEIGHTS

Attridge

Healey Transfer

On the
To the editor: ]
During

sner Rev. Robert F. Healey, Chairman of
ment, was unexpectedly transferred to FairConnecticut. This was a man of superb qualanimate teaching skill, with an M.A. from
wd a Ph.D. from Harvard, relatively rare
Ses. He was a scholar, expert in the fields
ihd religions, who worked closely with prorecently published in the Harv«ndwi«§had
sew there«ijts of a detailed study of AthenHe was a popu~l*c teacher whose courses in
the original languages were always well atdepartment chairman who had in
ir'to BC a list of outstanding cLissical scholcurrently engaged in building a strong de;r ties with the History and Philosophy declient record of the students of his departellowship competition and such recognitions
in of the Year" award in 1965 all lend elohis ability and to the respect which he
He will indeed be missed.
ning, however, than the mere fact of his;
rcumstances surrounding it. Circumstances
oss lack of concern on the part of Fr. Heathe welfare of BC students and for the
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(The following excerpts were ments of the institution itself.
taken from the speech delivered "We can begin by sketching
by the President of Boston College, in broad strokes what the
the Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, Catholic university's primary
S.J. at the annual faculty convo- purpose is and what it is not.
cation held Friday, Sept. 16, 1966.)
"The Catholic university's pri"... As an integral part of mary objectives, as regards its
the American academic pattern, students, is the same as that of
the Catholic university shares all every true university: the intelthe problems endemic to Ameri- lectual development of the stucan universities and confronts dents. A Catholic university
special problems of its own.
would not be true to its essence
"It too is an institution in trans- if it did not place primary emition.
phasis on being, first and fore-

...

department.

>

?

ated at Fairfield
some distance
utd contacts which he had been using. It
at a religious ought not expect that considhis personal life. But statements such as
h the feast of St. Ignatius to the effect that
in army but a community of love where
ween governors and governed seem to opt
eration. Incidentally, had the Society been
would have made such a blunder as to asHarvard Ph.D. to teach intermediateLatin
inor school. There indeed seems to be an
een the expressed Jesuit commitment to
and the practice of the Society.
not the only one adversely affected by the
s students at BC who had pre-registered for
which has been entirely cancelled, received
m treatment, since no advanced warning or
splacement had been made.
.ssics Department, which as yet lacks a
c plans for development have been thwartf affected. Again the major problem is that
.s given to the effects of the transfer.
c into the reasons for this action, we hear
is transferred to build up the classics deW, a laudable goal which shows true conement of the intellectual apostolate. But if
cist, when was it shown to BC? It is rather
c reason for the transfer is that it removed
an articulate and at times vehement critic
Hey. If this were an isolated case, we might
alidity of this deduction. But the memory
a Dr. Michaud seems to support our first

the future will bring some sane and rationlent consultation in cases of clerical transiy case of transfer, some consideration to
of this institution be given.
Sincerely,
Harold W. Attridge, '67

Fr. Walsh
"The Second Vatican Council most, a university.
"Thus the Catholic university
with its open windows, its decrees on ecumenism, collegiality, shares with all universities the
triple mission of instruction, reliberty and the importance of the
search, and service. It is in fullaity in the Church has had a pro- filling this special
character that
found impact on Catholic colleges the Catholic university is distinguished from all other organiand universities.
"Indeed there are those, includ- zations and agencies under the
ing Pope Paul, who intimate that auspices of the Catholic Church.
Vatican II is already outdated "The Catholic college or uniand that Catholics and especially versity is not the Catholic Church.
the intellectual centers of Catholic Its raison d'etre is not identical
life must enucleate and push far- nor coterminous with that of the
ward the implications of the re- Church. The Church's grand design, of course, is the santificacent great Council.
the faith of
"So in Catholic academic circles tion of man through
Christ.
soul-searching,
questionthere is
"Faith is a supernatural gift
ing and probing such as we have
not engaged in since the founding of God which may be received
rude intelliof Catholic higher education on into an altogether
gence. What is given, however,
this continent.
is truth and the gift is made to
"The basic question is being human intelligence.
posed: What is its identity?
What is its unique or specific

contribution that makes it as
an institution of higher learning
distinct from, let us say, Harvard or the University of Massachusetts?
"There is general agreement
that there is need for a restatement or redifinition of the role
and purpose of Catholic higher
education to insure that out institutions are abreastof the aggiornamento that has swept through the
Church.
"In his book The Christian Commitment Karl Rahner observes
that it is difficult to say the right
thing and more difficult to say it
at the right time. A number of
learned groups in various circles
regional, national, and international
are trying to restate the
aims of Catholic higher education
in a way that will be pertinent to
the realities of 1966. What I say
now will undoubtedly be a faltering anticipation of more definitive
pronouncements that will emerge
in the months ahead.
"I should point out that the objectives of a Catholic university
are more comprehensive than
those of a Catholic college, and
it is of the Catholic university
that I am speaking. Also, I am
not concerned here with the objectives of any single department
or school or faculty member, but
rather with the broad commit?

?

Editorial Note
In an effort to provide a free forum for the
expression of responsible opinion from members of
the University Society, the Editorial Board has established these two pages as its Editorial Section.
The board invites and encourages participation
in campus affairs through a constant and meaningful discussion in this section. It is hoped that the
members of the University will participate in this
discussion by addressing the University through
this section.
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evaluating its effectiveness.
"When Catholic colleges were
established in this country (here
was in them tremendous emphasis on the moral and spiritual formation of youth, sometimes as the very meaning of

Catholic university should be and
must be in the future much more
than it has been in the recent
past the place where the Church
does its thinking.
"This means, of coarse, that
the Catholic university must be
the college,
free to analyse and critically
"Certainly moral and spiritual evaluate the formulations, poliformation have an important part cies, defenses, and practical
in the total educational process. orientations of the Church.
But at the same time one has to "Father John Courtney Murray
hold always, as did Cardinal New- has described the Catholic uniman, that the primary purpose of versity as operating on the bora universityis intellectual forma- derline where the Church meets
tion, involving a philosophical and the world and the world meets
theological sophistication in the the Church, with the special retotal teaching and learning pro- sponsibility of interpreting the
cess.
world to the Church and the
"The function of a theology de- Church to the world.
partment is not preaching but "A third distinctive function of
rather the creation of an intellec- the Catholic university is to attual formation that will not be tempt to heal the schism between
overturned by emotionalism or by the sacral and the secular orders,
the fad of the day. Theology must to present an integrated view of
foe presented in such a way that it the world.
commands a commitment and a
"The Second Vatican Council
decision for Christian living or has given Catholics a new underdeepens a commitment already standing
and appreciation of the
present.
strengths, the values, and the
"There is urgent need to pro- proper integrity
of the secular
vide in a Catholic college or uniorder. With this new understandversity places where a community
ing the Catholic university is in
of Christians can come together in a strategic position to fashion a
open
religious life. unity
a free and
of the two orders, to point
Provision must be made for a to a new synthesis of sacred and
strong and vibrant liturgical life
secular.
and pastoral program for the stu"This doesn't mean, of course,
dents.
baptizing or converting to religion
"Religion gives an over-all
vision and meaning to reality, academic disciplines like chemistry, sociology, or political scias it deals with basic issues of
ence.
It means demonstrating in
God and his relation to man, of
and in practice that the
theory
man's worth and dignity, and
religious
and the secular orders
the nature and quality of truth.
prosper by mutual incan
both
A university is incomplete if it
cooperation without
teraction
and
does not include this dimension
sacrificing
either
its own function
of human experience.
and independence. If the Catholic
"We are now ready to confront university can
show that committhe question that is being asked ment
inquiry can prosand
free
by Catholics and by our friends per together,
then secular scholand critics not of the Catholic arship can find both meaning and
faith: What is the purpose of a increased depth in a religious
Catholic university? What funcmilieu.
tions does it have that result in a
"It is not a boast, rather it is
Cathdistinctive contribution as a
a
sad statement of fact, to say
olic university? There may be
nowhere in the contemporary
that
many answers to these questions,
but I would like to give just academic world is there a setting
as hospitable to and promising
three.
"First as regards its students, for the viable interpenetration of
the aim of the Catholic university the sacred and the secular as the
campus.
is, as I said above, the civiliza- Catholic university
"The
non-Catholic
milieu is
tion of intelligence in an atmosphere of Christian living and over-weighted towards the sacChristian thinking, that is, a set- ral. Bat in view of what may be
caned the rehabilitation of the
ting of over-all institutional commitment to the intellectual prin- secular through the decrees of
ciples of Catholic theology, divine the ecumenical council, there is
revelation, and the moral princi- great hope that the Catholic university will become a creative
ples of the Catholic tradition.
"The purpose of the Catholic center for identifying and inuniversity as regards its students terpreting to the world ways in
is to move them from uncon- which the forces of the City of
scious to conscious thinkers, God and the City of Man may
from people who depend on what blend in the promotion of the
other people say to them or do good life.
for them, to a position in which
"These, it seems to me, are
they are self-motivating, in which some of the challenges and some
they are able, in the best meaning of the opportunities that constiof the term, to think for them- tute unique goals for the Catholic
selves.
university in transition. Looking
"The second unique function of closer to home we find, not surthe Catholic university has rela- prisingly that Boston College, too,
tion to the Church itself. The is a university in transition."

"Intelligence itself is a gift of
God, a natural gift we call it,

which deserves and needs cultivation for its own sake but also, as
Origen once said, because in the
understanding of faith a civilized
intelligence is 'of no small help.'
"The civilization of intelligence
is a humanistic and scientific
process, whereas the understanding of Christian faith is a religious and supernatural one. The
processes are distinct but it helps
to have them related. The direct
purpose of the Catholic university
as regards its students, therefore, is the civilization of intelligence, whereas the direct purpose
of the sponsoring Church is the
sanctification of its members.
"Failure to make these distinctions leads to confusion in the
operation of a Catholic institution
of learning and to confusion in
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Upward Bound Program Unique Success
By JOE CHECK

Features Staff

The War on Poverty's Office of Economic Opportunity deals with many
pressing problems, not the least of which is encouraging high school age Americans to stay on school attendance charts and off state unemployment rolls.
Boston College became a battleground in this federal war on
dropouts 'over the summer, but
it will be at least a semester
before the results of the summer
effort can be weighed.
From July 15 to August 26, 90
students of Project Upward Bound
lived on the Boston College campus. The sixty boys and thirty
girls, high school students, occupied Kostka and Fenwick Halls,
participating in a mixture of formal classes, informal workshops,
and cultural events designed to
sustain their interest in high
school & encourage them to seek
admission to college. The project
was a joint effort of federal and
local sources, with Washington
bearing the financial burden,
while Boston's ample academic
resources were tapped to meet
personnel requirements.
Immediately after his appointment as director of Upward
Bound last spring, Mr. Robert
Shelton began the long selective
process of assembling both a staff
of eighteen counsellors and a body
of ninety students to participate
in the program. Mr. Shelton,
plucked from his post as math
instructor at Boston English High,

estimates he had 130 Greater Boston high school students recommended to him for the project.
He also interviewed a number
of Boston College students before
deciding upon the eighteen to be
used as counsellors in the project.

The program itself was an intensive, 8-week course geared to
the neef'.s of the particular students. A typical day for one of
Upwards students began with a
morning of formal classes. Teachers drawn from the faculties of
Boston College, the Boston Latin
School, Kingsley School and Babson Institute instructed all students in English and reading.
Thirty of the students were taught
Urban geography, and two more
sections of thirty each took courses in speech and math. These
classes continued into the early
afternoon. The later afternoon was
taken up with informal classes,
or workshops, run by the counsellors. Workshops covered such
fields as clothing, design, drama,
music, creative writing, films,
and the modern world. While the
formal classes relied on the skill
of experienced teachers, ingenuity
and originality proved to be the
test of a counsellor's worth. B.C.
sophomore Charley Hauck, who
handled the films workshop, felt
that, "Some (of the counsellors)
had experience as tutors, and a
few had experience in similar
programs with different age
groups, but none had been in a
program which was so flexible
with regard to counsellor's duties. The workshops were run by
counsellors, and their originality
and initiative were necessary for
the success of the workshops."
In regard to films, Hauck says,
"We tried to acquaint them with
films as an art form rather than
merely as entertainment." This
points up the third phase of the
program, which Mr. Shelton calls
socio-cultural activities. This consisted mostly of field trips to
various Boston institutions and

events.
places visited
were Raytheon Laboratories, the
Boston Planetarium, and assorted shows, concerts, and plays.
The aim of this portion of the
program was to accomplish a general broadening in the horizons

and outlook of the students in
the program.
The overall reaction of the students in the program, Director
Shelton thought, could be described as favorable. He found
proof of this in the fact that
there were no dropouts from the
program. There were a few problems with discipline and adjutments, however, no major incidents marred the 8-week period,
and the relationship between
counsellors and students grew to
be a close one. At the close of
the program, one counsellor felt,
there was no student who had
not been effectively reached by
at least one staff member. But
the ultimate proof of such a program must lie in its results. Did
its accomplishments measure up
to its aims? At this stage, both
the director and the counsellors
of the program feel it is too
early to guage the success or
failure of the program. However,
there are a few preliminary indications which point to favorable
results. Mr. Shelton feels that
each student's first semester back
in school will reveal Upward
Bound's effect.
Counsellor Lee Cassanelli noticed that, "Over "eight weeks
changes are evident only to people who knew the kids before.
Academically, the results cannot
be measured until the fall, but

the parents noticed small changes.
They mentioned improvements in
table manners, punctuality, courtesy, etc. that seem to indicate
a new attitude on the part of
the students."
The Upward Bound staff, however, is not waiting until January to evaluate the program. Instead an extension of the summer program is being set-up to
continue where the 8-week course
left off. In this way, the momentum gained over the summer will
not be lost in the fall.
On October 17 the Upward
Bound tutoring program will commence. 30 tutors are needed for
the program; applicants should
contact Mr. Shelton in Carney
415. The follow-up program, besides providing tutorial assistance twice a week, will give attention to problems that were
unforseen at the start of the summer but became evident throughout the 8-week period.
The Upward Bound project will
be repeated next summer, if federal funds are once again available. This year the OEO bore
90 per cent of the financial burden, Boston College the remaining 10 per cent. The same arrangement was used in seven
other Boston area projects, and
hopefully will be continued. Next
year the scope of the program
may be enlarged, but this depends on the evaluation of the
program. At present Upward
Bound remains a question mark,
with some indications of success.
The judgment of its worth waits
upon the performance of the 90
students who were the program.

Fr. Healey: A Remembrance
By GERRY SNEA
Managing Editor

Profile

In Change

BANG! You're dead! Dorm Council President Mike Mastronardi is in the
process of wiping out Joe Ryan, President of the Committee on Day
Student Affairs, one of fhe fastest growing campus organizations and the
Dorm Council's biggest rival. See News Editor Mike Rah id's interview
with Ryan on page 9.

IHP Scholars Tour &Study
BY STANISLAUS S. MROCZKOWSKI
Associate Editor

Two Arts and Sciences Juniors have been chosen as participants
in a program that will take them on a round-the-world tour and at
the same time give them a year's college credit. Lawrence Breiner
and Thomas Schmidt will study in Japan, India, Poland, and France
under the auspices of the International Honors Program in cooperation with Boston College.
This program unites the educational concepts of an "honors
program" for exceptional students with the "Junior Year
Abroad" movement. Breiner and
Schmidt along with eighteen other students will spend from five
to ten weeks in each of the countries involved. In these countries,
reading and discussion will be
supplemented by the use of local
resource persons, interviewing,
and independent study.
One glance at the summer
reading list required for the trip
immediately dispels any suspicions that the tour might develop
into a year - long vacation. The
list includes 75 books that the
students will be responsible for;
in addition to sociological and historical books specializing in the

The Boston College Classics "we (the students) were priviDept. has produced three Mar- leged to experience his erudition,
shall fellows in three years; last loyalty, and concern." He came
year every graduating classics to BC in 1961 with a Ph.d. from
major received financial aid for Harvard and an M.A. from Oxgraduate study and among the ford. As a scholar he has, since
that time, continued to pursue
his special interest in ancient history and religion. Only last spring
he published for the internationally respected Harvard Theological areas of the tour, the Juniors
Review a monograph investigat- will have to read Stendal's The
ing an Athenian sacrifice calen- Red and the Black, Freud's Bedar which was extremely revealing for the study of the official

FR. HEALEY

seven Woodrow Wilson fellows in
the university, two were from the
Classics Dept.
The man who, until recently,
was head of the Classics Dept.
and who shared much of the responsibility for the department's
success was Rev. Robert Healey,
S.J. Fr. Healey was transferred
to Fairfield University during the
summer.
Fr. Healey's departure has left
a void in the place where, in
the words of a former student,

Greek cult.
Fr. Healey's ability as a teacher was evidenced by the popularity of his courses. For classics
majors his original language
courses in the Latin authors were
always in demand despite the intensive pace and the infamous
three to five hour examinatians
at the end of each semester. In
a time when ten students in a
classics class constituted an extremely over-crowded situation,
Fr. Healey's courses could and
did draw up to ninety students.
Outside the realm of academics Fr. Healey's availability and
openness were well known to students. Both as a dormitory prefect and as a professor, he was
respected as a dedicated religious whose willingness to help
and concern for the student were
foremost

Honors Program is sending with
them three professors, specialists
in their separate fields.
Dr. Louis Nemzer of Ohio
State University, an Associate
Professor of Political Science, has
planned to unify his work with the
students under the title, "Modernization Politics and 'The Brainworker.' " The major focus of
his cross - national study will be
the roles played by "The Brainworkers" (as the Soviets call
them) in each society
the technical, bureaucratic and intellect?

ualites and the general citizenry.
Dr. Grant Goodman, Associate
History Professor from the University of Kansas, has titled his
course, "Pre - Modern Value
Systems in Transition." In Japan,
India, Poland, and France, he

will emphasize the traditional
and dominant values in religion,
art of altrnatives, the art of what

LARRY BREINER
yond the Pleasure Principle, and compare the relative malleability
Proust's Dv Cote dc Chez Swarm or resilience of each culture's pre(in French).
modern values system in the face
To keep tabs on the traveling of planned and unplanned social
scholars and also to direct them change.
in their studies, the International
(Continued on Page Ten)
TOM SCHMIDT
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Joe Ryan of the Commuter's Council
By MICHAEL RAHILL

News Editor

If the day ever comes when the Campus Council gets crowded out of its office by a horde of day students, chances are Joe Ryan will be able to take excellent
care of the displaced Council members. He'll be able to arrange rides for any member who wants to go home. He'll called people we knew and did it.
be able to find a bed on campus We weren't always certain
for any of them who want to stay whether we had the power or the
authority, but things got done.
around.
And, if any Council member "Like that book drive we ran
gets bored while he's waiting for last year. Right now we have two
his ride or his bed, Ryan knows tons of books sitting in a room in
where he can lay his hands on McElroy waiting to go to a litwo tons of free books to keep brary in Brazil. All right, maybe
the Councilors occupied.
we didn't estimate the shipping
Joe Ryan is no magician but he
is very definitely an activist?one
of the few B.C. has to its credit.
The Commuters' Council (formerly the Committee on Day Student
Affairs) which he heads is the
fastest growing organization on
campus and Ryan is personally
at the top of a slate of officers
(Joseph Ryan, Kenneth Phalen,
Nancy Donahue, Charles Doherty
with a former chairman named
John Muldoon) that looks like another Irish mafia.
But the Commuters' Council is
too big to be another branch of
the Blessed Oliver Plunkett Gallic Society. "We've got two hundred and forty members," said
Ryan in an interview last week,
JOE RYAN
"and that's just freshmen. Last
"An activist?one of few."
year we only reached 200 with all
four classes, but now we're ex- charges when we collected them
pecting a membership of 800."
and maybe they're taking longer
This four-fold growth is going to get rid of than we expected.
to mean somewhat of a change But we'll get them shipped and
in style and tone for the organi- we'll even get the Brazilian govzation which suddenly appeared ernment to pay the charges. And
on campus last year and refused that's not even the most importo let people forget it was around. tant thing. What is important?
"Last year," Ryan explained, really important?about that book
"it was all personal. When we drive is that it helped get the day
had something to get done we students doing something involved

The Girls Dorms:

in the campus. This is what we've
got to do again this year."
But moving 800 is a lot different from moving 200 and Ryan
knows it. "We can't run this thing
on a first name basis any more.
There are just too many people,
and we've got to adapt our operations to accommodate them."
The list of accommodaticms for
the year looks like this: a) a
rider's service which will help arrange transportation for day students, particularly if they want to
stay late on campus. Interested
students must sign up in McElroy
117, the office which the commuter's share with the Campus
Council.
Miss Judith M. Anderson, a pert Junior in the School of Education, is a
b) operation of the small overresident of Scituate, Massachusetts. A graduate of Archbishop Williams
night facilities in O'Connell An- High
School, the five foot two blue-eyed blonde is an avid English Major
nex.
and is interested in creative writing
c) another faculty-student variety
show.
d) another faculty-student administration tea.
c) possibly a dance and possibly
nearly anything else they can
dream up.
BY STEVE LONDIGAN
"First of all, we want the
Features Staff
riders' service in operation so
that people who have to spend
Last August the Rockport Playhouse produced the off-beat musiall their time finding rides home
cal The Fantasticks. Apparently, in the casual and undemanding
can spend some of it doing things
on campus. The rest?the Talent atmosphere of the North Shore Summer Theatre, the play seemed
Show, the teas, a dance, etc.? successful enough to warrant its production on a grander scale.
they're just opportunities for com- Thus, since September 7 this "parable of love" has been playing
munication, for someone who at the Hotel Touraine Theatre.
thinks one way to meet someone
Based on Rostand's Les Ro- satirizes the transition from
who thinks another.
"People say all the day stu- mantiques, The Fantasticks is a youthful innocence to adult madents are alike and that only the simple tale of joy
to the music of Harand heart- turity. Set
vey Schmidt and the book and
(Continued on Page Ten)
break of love. Also, the play
lyrics of Tom Jones, the show is
both fanciful and moving.

Soon It's Gonna Rain...

There've Been Some Changes Made
by JANICE KOLAR
Features Editor

The women's dormitory situation, has improved over the summer in an evident response to
increasing student demands.
Although a girl's dorm has been
promised for several years, the
lack of definite plans has given
rise to much student criticism of
the situation.
Last year The Heights gave
special coverage to this issue in
a series of articles which attempted to analyze the situation
and focus attention on the gravity
of the problem. Subsequent to this
there was increasing activity on
the part of individualstudents and
student government to study the
problem and devise means of im-

suitable for dormitory living. In dents, formerly a dozen or so
most oases the improvements con- mimeographed sheets stapled tosist of extensive cleaning and
painting. A notable exception is gether, was professionally printed.
the installment of a lounge in the The rules were changed to allow women students 11:00 p.m.
basement of Kirkwood Hall.
Radnor Hall, the center of some curfews during the week, and

provement.
In an attempt to isolate and alleviate the problems of the women's housing situation, the

Women's Etormitory Council was
formed.
A result of this action on the
part of the students and response
from the administration, certain
improvements in the physical
conditions of the girl's dorm were
effected.
As one returning coed put it,
"for the first time in three years
I could walk into the dorm and
not see my footprints in the dust
on the floor behind me."
The physical improvements, al-

KIRKWOOD LOUNGE
It's humble, but it's home

dispute last year concerning a
poorly lighted back stairway, had
lights installed in the necessary
places.
In addition to physical changes
though not fully rectifying the there were also some changes
deficiencies of the present dormi- made in the rules governing the
tory system for women, have resident women.
helped to make the buildings more The Handbook for Women Stu-

juniors' and seniors' hours were
extended in certain instances.
Rules which were worded carelessly and were the source of
trouble or confusion were rewarded and the vocabulary changed to
insure that the system of enforcement would be fair and regular.
Dut to the closings of the Bay

Unfortunately, the production
at the Touraine hardly explores
the play's potential, first, as good
entertainment, and secondly, as a
chance for artistic creativity by
the performers. Only two of the
Rockport company demonstrate
any degree of professionalism.
Joan Dunham with her exciting
soprano voice, and effervescent
charm sparkles as Luisa. Likewise, Henry Madden as El Gallo
renders a satisfying performance.
Madden was particularly moving
when opening and closing the
show with "Try to Remember,"

State Road dormitory and 1750
Beacon St., another South St. facility was necessitated.
When questioned about the closings, Mrs. Marion Mahoney, director of women's housing, stated
that Bay State had to be abandoned due to its inordinate dis- and Miss
Dunham is no less so
tance from campus.
when singing "They Were You."
She also explained that Mrs.
the rest of the cast, litCameron, owner - housemother in As far
tle
can
be
said. Emile Ardolino
the Beacon St. residence suffered
plays Matt as vivaciously as a
a heart attack one week before
the opening of school, and so was tree, and often times is as inaudunable to accommodate students ible. Only at the end does he
emerge as a solid character.
in her home.
As a result it was decided to The physical production of The
Fantasticks is unique. The stage
open Pine Hall at 15 South St.
One drawback to the situation is set with the barest of necessiseems to be the problem of dining ties: a bench which serves as a
facilities, according to several tree, a wall, a rack, a mountain,
residents of the dorms involved. and occasionally as a bench, and
The addition of the Pine Hall a box whence come various cosgirls and the girls from 2025
tumes and props used by the
Commonwealth Avenue (the Coop system was abandoned in this actors during the performance.
residence) have made eating in To supplement the limited scenshifts necessary. The girls are ery is a tacit character, The
now scheduled for particular half Mute, who builds walls, lets snow
hours: for instance, juniors eat fly, shelters lovers during storms,
from 6 to 6:30 p.m.
and, mast significantly, stands
The general response to the
changes seems to be one of quiet silent observer of the vicious cirgratitude. The previously promised cles of human existence.
girl's dormitory has yet to be Despite its flaws, The Fantasbuilt, the rule changes are still ticks is
enjoyable. It has a good
considered insufficient by many
book
that
asks us with a pleascoeds, and the physical improvements have 'been slow in coming, ant amount of sentimentality to
but a response has been made to pause a moment and try to rethe student demands.
member.
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Trackmen Open
Autumn Program
As classes began Monday, so also did the Boston College track
season?but don't expect too much to happen.
Fall for the track team is, as
assistant track coach Chris Lane
puts it, "used primarily for conditioning." Coach Bill Gilligan
put it another way. "We have
several kids who'll develop, but
don't expect any kind of power
in cross-country."
The top man on the crosscountry roster is steeplechase whiz
Bill Norris, a speedy and durable senior. Others on the list
are soph Tom Stellato, junior
twins Cliff and Clint O'Brien,
akmg with another brother, Dennis, a sophomore, junior John
Whalen and sophs Tom Glynn
and Kevin Brady.
Four teams are on the track
team's fall schedule.

*

AROUND THE END

Ryan Profile

. . . goes BC's Dave Thomas

...

Sub Turri Photo by Jack Lambert
as

he rolls out on

IHP Scholars...

(Continued from Page Nine)

(Continued from Page Eight)

residents have something unusual
in terms of background to offer
tile school That's nonsense. Sure
the two groups are different and
sure many residents do bring cultural variety to the campus but
the many day students who have
to work 30 hours a week to stay
in school communicate something
just as important?an idea of how
valuable and how costly their education is. And that is easily as
important as having lived in another state or country.
That's why there is a Commuter's Council. For that matter
that's why there is a Heights, or
a Campus Council or Round Hill,
or any of it. The name of the
game is communication. That's
what it's all about.

Dr. Michael Wood, instructor in
English and Comparative Studies
at Columbia University, will direct the students in "The Forms

of Modern Fiction." The course
will concentrate on fiction as the
art of alternatives, the art of whit

might be.
At present, the International
Honors Program is limited to 20

universities, with a list of standby schools should a university
drop out. This is the first year
the plan has been put into practice and if the experiment proves
successful, the program will be
enlarged.

The

program

is

financed

philanthropic donations
and allots to each student a scholarship of $1,000.

through

a

quarterback-option pass.

Six applicants were named by
the Director of the Honors Program and from these Breiner and
Schmidt were chosen to represent
Boston College by a committee
composed of faculty members
which met in April. Mr. Breiner
was the unanimous first choice
of the committee and Mr.
Schmidt was chosen as a standby. He later took the place of a
student in another university who
dropped from the program.

Where are
The Heights'

Typists?

*

#

Although not that much can be
expected from track until December, there is news about two
team members' summer activity.
Hammer thrower nonpareil
John Fiore, who unfortunately
has graduated, and his counterpart, junior Jim Kavanaugh, participated in the NCAA meet in
Bloomington, Indiana, in June

pionships, Kavanaugh entered
the Junior AAU championships,
trying his hand at another
event, the decathlon. Amassing
some 6300-plus points, he broke
the junior record in the event.

*

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

*

Coach Gillighan emphasizes
that the fall conditioning program
is not for runners alone. Weight
men and especially jumpers are
advised to start working out now.
Pole vanlters and managers
are needed by the track team.
Coach Gillighan maintains that
no experience is necessary.

Several freshmen are expected
to add quite a bit to the track
team's fortunes. Among the more
outstanding are John Kinchla,
state high school champion in the
mile, and Mark Murray, state 440
champion. Lane says BC has an
"excellent" hurdler in Bob Erwin, brother of football star
Terry Erwin. The coach says,
however, he is still looking for
frosh talent and welcomes any
new additions. "There are several spots where he need help."

and walked away with first and
third in their specialty.
* * *
Fiore, only the sixth collegian The indoor
track season opens
ever to surpass 200 feet, again Dec. 3 against University of
edged over the double-century Rhode Island.
mark with a heave of 201' 3%",
while Jim made his best throw
ever, 184' 11%".
Fiore's second straight national

Swingline

collegiate championship meant
that three out of the last four
hammer throw champions have

been BC trackmen. An interesting note is that the second place
finisher was also a senior. Indications are that Kavanaugh is
the top man in college in this
event.

*

*

*

Following the NCAA cham-

Quiz Answers
Here are the answers to the

sports quiz on page 11.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Chuck Chevalier

PuzZFMENTs

f[l]

>i
V

[2] Take two
TOT Staplers

Do theyhave

a 4th of July

in England?

(Answers below)

gS^^

TOT Staplers,

Jackie Jensen
Carroll Hardy

Booth Lusteg of the Buffalo

If^^^J^Z^

yon have?

Bills

I

MAN'S JOB

Bj I

5. John Wayne
6. Franklin D. Roosevelt
7. Alan Miller
8. Alvin Dark
9. Dick Lynch
10. Philadelphia Eagles; Jack
Concannon, Bobby Shann and
Bill Cronin
11. Paul Hornung, 1956
12. Jack Burns
13. Butch Songin
14. Gene Stephens

This is the

Swingline
Tot Stapler

15. Cy Whiteside

. .
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the new power-packed
Get it done right. Get MAN-POWER
aerosol deodorant! MAN-POWER'S got the stepped-up penetration power, the 24-hour staying power a man needs. Goes
on fast.
never sticky
dries in seconds. Try it! 1.00
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..

(Including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only

/

WANTED
by Record Club
of America
Campus Representative to
earn over $ 100 in short time.
Write for information to: Mr.
Ed Benovy, College Bureau
Manager, Record Club of
America, 1285 E. Princess St.,
York, Pennsylvania 17405.

$1.49

No bigger than a pack of gum?but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available

everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

Long Island Cityf N.Y. 11101
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... in the middle of the Navy defensive rush, BC quarterback Dave Thomas lets go with

Pressure Attack By Navy
Torpedoes Eagles In Opener
who found himself under heavy
By JIM BLAKE
pressure nearly every time he
Sports Writer
Navy's Dave tried to pass, showed a lot of
ANNAPOLIS
Ohurch strode into the ball on his poise. He hit fellow sophomore
own 35 yard line and the subse- Dave Bennett with a two yard
quent punt rolled all the way to scoring toss midway through the
fourth period to put the Maroon
the BC 8.
On the next play from scrim- and Gold on the scoreboard.
mage, Nardi DeGeorge, another
Cartwright and Co. went on to
Navy player, picked off a pass take advantage of nearly every
and ran 21 yards far a touchdown. break as they kept up the presThese two plays were the turn- sure.
ing point as the Middies dumped Brendan McCarthy was the most
BC 27-7 last Saturday afternoon. effective BC rusher. He piled up
Quarterback Jack Cartwright 65 yards in 14 carries to lead the
and end Rob Taylor led the Navy club in this department.
attack which kept the Eagles off After the game, Navy coach Bill
Elias had nothing but praise for
guard for the long afternoon.
At one point, the Cartwright to Thomas, who had just completed
Taylor aerial combo clicked for his first varsity game. Elias said
five straight passes, setting up that he felt BC was going to be
Steve Murray for an 18 yard TD a very strong ball club once they
get their timing developed to a
run.
BC signal caller Dave Thomas, finer point.
?

In response to a diminishing
number of requests, I, the master of ball (crystal) and board
(ouija) once again travel the pre-

cipitous path of pigskin prophecy.
A mere pittance of prognosticatory power perceives that the
Redmcn of UMass will be humbled
by their tribal foes who wear the
Ivy Green.
Even less profoundly perplexing is the assurance that Syracuse has little hope, as the \JLCAN proposes to squeeze the
Orange dry.
And behold the Boilermakers

a

long pass. The picture

was

taken by Jack Lambert of the Sub Turri staff.

GOLF

Team Filling
Positions Now

Think You Know Sports?

Once again, The Heights sports department is offering a test
Tryouts are now being held for
positions on the Boston College for all sports-minded people at Boston College.
golf team, in preparation for the
Answers for the following 15 questions can be found on page 10.
upcoming fall season.
1. What BC grad had tryouts with both the Boston Celtics and

Team coach Eddie Carroll is
conducting the tryouts which are
open to members of the sophomore, junior and senior classes.
The first event on the fall
schedule will be the qualifying

round of the ECAC Tournament
at Burlington on Oct. 8.
The ECAC finals will be held
at Beth Page L.I. on Oct. 22.
A three school match between
BC, Babson Institute and MIT is
also set for Oct. 16.
Mike Loughran is captain of

this year's team. Other top returnees include Bud Sampson,
Jim Sterns, Gil Pickett, Pete
Sinnett and Paul Erwin.

A. W. E. Inspiring Predictions
By ARLO WILBUR ENGLE

11

Boston Red Sox?
2. Who was the only man ever to appear in both the Rose Bowl
and World Series?
3. Name the only ballplayer ever to pinch-hit for Ted Williams.
4.

What current pro football player attended Boston College for
four years and didn't play in a single varsity game?

5. This world famous movie actor was a star halfback at Alabama
in his college days. Name him.
6.

What renowned political figure held a schoolboy track record
that was unbroken for 60 years?

7. Name the former Boston College fullback who is still active in
a major professional league.
8. This man caught a touchdown pass from Y.A. Tittle and hit a
homerun off Sandy Koufax. Can you name him?
9.

Who scored the only touchdown in the Notre Dame-Oklahoma
game of 1957 that ended the Sooners' 47-game winning streak?

fail to breeze over Louisana Tech
he ought to take away their 10. What NFL team lists three former BC grid stars on its roster?
Cadillacs and Creme dc Menthe.
Who are they?
You can bet the rent money on
the Redmen of Ripon State in 11. What Heisman Trophy winner of recent years did not make the
again to the Irish.
their annual annihilation of St.
first team All-America selection?
It's a phony war on the Heights Olaf's, the pitiful pigskin paupers
as the Bobcats from the Buckeye of Minnesota.
12. This man has been the interim manager of the Boston Red Sox
State prove no match for our The cream of the gridiron's
twice in recent years. What is his name?
Eagles, prevailing in the premiere weekly crop is a feast of Crusader
performance of an enduring vic- meat for the Black Knights of the 13. Who was the first quarterback of the Boston Patriots? Hint:
tory string.
Hudson, who will wash it down
He was a hockey star at BC.
The Longhorns of the Lone Star with a macabre mixture of blood
State, behind precocious prodigy, and applesauce, a typical military 14. Only one man, a Red Sox outfielder of recent years, has ever
collected three base hits in one inning. Name him.
the other Bill Bradley, will stam- repast.
pede upon the Raiders of Texas And that will be the finale of
Tech.
Arlo's fabulous future finishes 'til 15. This world-famous athlete is the only slugger ever to hit a falr
If Bear Bryant's 'Bama bruisers Friday next.
ball out of Yankee Stadium. Who is he?

run out of steam, when poor
Purdue is pounded by Parseghian's prodigious pachyderms, and
the Battle of Indiana goes once
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Eagles Host Ohio Tomorrow

BY DIN CONNOLLY
Associate Sports Editor

It can't be said that they are one of the better
teams to appear in Alumni Stadium in the last few seasons. In fact, they bring a twelve game losing streak
with them?a streak that was added to by Bob Griese
and Company by a 42-3 count last Saturday at Purdue.
And it seems that things will not change Saturday when
the Bobcats of Ohio University are guests at theHeights.
The Bobcats suffered from a DeLucca was able to complete
only 4 of 15 passes against Purdue for a meager 29 yards. He
appears to be a lot better than
that, and Saturday could easily
become a battle of the quarterbacks.
But he didn't have much coOhio U's only scoring last week
operation from the schedule mak- was a field goal by Bill Pataki,
er who gave the Bobcats three a sophomore who hit from the
road games to open the season- 35 yard line.
Defensively, not much can be
Purdue, 8.C., and Kent State.
The Bobcats' offense appears said about the Bobcats. Last week
to be most experienced?in the Purdue's Boilermakers ran at
line. Two sophomore tackles, 6-4, will for 30 first downs, 183 yards
235-pound Frank Peters and 6-4, on the ground and another 247
240 pound Ken Cannon, flank a yards in the air as they completveteran interior. But the back- ed 19 of 23 passes. Last season
field is half and half (half vet- the Bobcats allowed an average
Wash Lyons and Sam Bogan? of 262 yards total offense and
half rookie?Bob Houmard and found the second and fourth quarRon DeLucca).
ters to be hardest to hold the
The two senior backfieldmen of- opposition
Ohio U. opponents
fer some promise?Lyons was the scoring over two-thirds of their
Mid-American Conference rushing points in those two periods.
champion his sophomore season For the Eagles there are sched(835 yards on a 4.3 average) uled to be some changes. John
while an injury slowed him all of Kane, 6-0, 185-pounder from South
last season and Bogan was the Boston, is slated to fill in for the
top rusher and second best pass injured Terry Erwin. Other changreceiver for the Bobcats a year es involved line switches.
ago.
At offensive left end, Mike
The key to the Bobcats' effec- O'Neil, senior kickoff specialist,
tiveness of offense centers on the has moved ahead of John Egan.
effectiveness of Houmard, DeLucAt the tackle positions, sophoca, and sophomore end Dick Con- mores have been given the nod
ley. Houmard is a bruising (6-3, over lettermen: Kerry Horman
215 pounds, 47 yards against Pur- tor Dick Powers on offense and
due in H. carries) fullback who Jerry Ragosa for Ron Persuitte
will most likely run from the tail- on defense.
Maybe our luck will be with us
back position in Coach Hess'
"Power I" offense.
this Saturday?the annual nuns'
DeLucca suffered the same fate game will find 1,200 nuns from
as Eagle quarterback Dave Thom- the Boston Archdiocese in the
as last weekend?a sharp air de- stands. The Eagles have never
fense against a first-game soph. lost with the sisters in the stands.
manpower shortage last season
as they sloshed their way through
ten defeats. This season Coach
Bill Hess is naturally optimistic
?to the extent of starting eight
sophomores and eight juniors.

RAMBLIN' WASH LYONS
Bobcats.

..

.

Ohio's big fullback, shows how It's done

as

he rolls up the yardage for the

Season 's Prospects Look Bright
For BC's Fledgling Soccer Team

?

BY BOB RYAN
Staff Writer

Soccer, which once vied with lawn bowling in popularity on the Boston
College campus, is really booming on the Heights these days. From a schedule of
six unofficial scrimmages in 1965, the Soccer Club has jumped to a twelve game
varsity slate which includes games with the likes of Nichols and Stonehill.
Some 38 players are still out
for the team, and it will be a
real chore for new full-time coach
Al Rufe to decide which 20 of
the players will suit up for next
Tuesday's opener with Gordon
College up in Beverly Farms,
Mass. The accent will be on youth
as there are only two seniors
on the team. Ten of last year's
eleven starters return, including
high scoring Frank Mwaura and
Charlie Ponera, and bruising fullback Rich Quinn.
Co-Captain
Mwaura, who
notched eight goals and two
assists despite missing two of
the six encounters, and Tanzania's Ponera, one of the two
seniors, who also had eight
goals and two assists, are set
at right wing and right inside,
respectively.

Sports Magazine
Honors Hyland

Junior Skip Gostyla will be
at left inside, while there will
be a real dogfight for the lone
remaining forward's spot. Sophs
Steve Angelini and Roman Martinez are being pressed by Alonso Villegas, a very., good
prospect from Colombia. Barry
Cahill,
Jerry Battista, and
Frank Sapienza are ready to
step in should any of the others
falter.

and jayvee teams. The team will
be decked out in brand new uniforms which they bought themselves. They are playing on a
brand new field, which is in excellent shape, and have their own
lockers. The team is certain to
prove it deserves all this new
found intention, maybe to the tune
record, which
of an 8-4 or
would be quite a feat for the
fledgling organization in its first

Club president Carmen "Saab" year of varsity play.

Sarno is the only halfback who
has clinched a spot. He will try
to fill the shoes of the graduated
Peter Ojinnaka at center half.

EAGLES VS. BOBCATS

Pradeep Nijhawan, Tony Sullivan,
John Buckley, and Pat O'Mahcney are waging a fierce battle
for the other halfback positions,
and it is impossible to say who
will start in the opening game
at this time.
The team's strong point is de-

EAGLES

fense, and for that reason there

will be three fullbacks instead
of five forwards. Senior Co-Captain Quinn and junior Jim Hinchey, who has recovered from
minor surgery at the beginning
of the summer, will definitely
start at two of the fullback posts.
Steve Innes, Tony Narcisco, and
Big Stan Wasowski, only a freshman, are fighting to join them in

BC's Bob Hyland has been
named to Sport Magazine's AllAmerica Preview football team.
The 6-5, 258 lb. guard was selected for the honor by the editors of
the monthly publication.
Eagle football fans will have a
chance to see two other members the starting lineup.
of the Preview squad in action There is no lack of strength at
this year at the BC Syracuse the all-important goalie position,
game.
as both holdover Matt Runci and
Halfback Floyd Little and tackle relative newcomer Doc Cavan are
Gary Bugenhagen of the Orange- back. Runci played in all of last
men were also honored in the se- year's games, while the talL lean
lections.
Cavan dazzled in a 2-0 shutout
over MIT in a Spring scrimmage.
Both have looked great in preseason practice, and the feeling
is that they will'alternate in the

LYONS

-
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COPY
DUE
MONDAY
4:00 P.M.

JEWSON

nets.
Another newcomer to the
scene is Coach Rufe, an ex-All
American goalkeeper at ML St
Mary's and currently a second
year CBA grad student. He is
the first toll time coach in the
soccer team's four year history,
and he is strictly a voluntary

one.
There is a strong possibility
of a freshman-sophomore team,
which would play local freshman

BOBCATS
OFFENSE
NO. NAME (Wgt)
POS. NO. NAME (Wgt.)
87 B. Gallup (200)
LE
46 D. Conley (185)
75 K. Horman (235)
LT 52 F. Peters (235)
60 B. Hyland (250)
LG
71 F. Spolrich (201)
50 M. Evans (240)
55 D. Mueller (191)
C
66 D. Collins (200)
51 J. Smith (212)
KG
76 T. Sarkisian (240) RT
73 K. Camion (240)
85 M. O'Neil (200)
RE 89 G. Jepson (202)
SD. Thomas (200)
QB 10 R. DeLucca (200)
33 J. Kane (185)
31 B. Houmard (215)
LH
25 D. Bennett (180)
RH 26 S. Bogan (174)
44 B. McCarthy (215) FB 32 W. Lyons (190)
DEFENSE
82 L. Persin (235)
LE
80 B. Biggs (200)
71 D. Shepherd (265) LT
79 J. Allen (215)
68 E. Lipson (215)
LLB 30 M. Christian (198)
55 B. Stetz (230)
MG 69 P. Swindell (190)
61 G. Andrachik (200) RLB 61 G. Jewson (205)
79 J. Ragosa (240)
RT 67 E. Wanke (200)
83 G. Kutz (235)
RE 83 B. Beach (184)
34 C. Williams (174)
9 John Blair (215)
LC
43 T. Carolyn (190)
LS
21 B. Jackson (171)
37 H. Connors (200)
RS
40 T. Balsamo (170)
20 A. Giardi (180)
RC
44 J. West (189)
Captain?Gerry Jewson
Captain?Ed Lipson

ANDRACHIK

KANE

Alumni Stadium?l:3o?Tomorrow
Season Records
B.C.?Won 0, Lost 1
Last week: Purdue 42, Ohio 3
Ohio?Won 0, Lost 1 Last week: Navy 27, B.C. 7

BIGGS

Players To
61 Gary Andrachik, RLB
33 John Kane, LH
85 Mike O'Neil, RE

Watch
32 Wash Lyons, FB
61 Gerry Jewson, RLB
80 Bill Biggs, LE

O'NEIL

